To Whom It May Concern:

Subject: Official Travel of Government Contractor

This letter rescinds and replaces the letter issued April 2, 2014; Subject: *Official Travel of Government Contractor*; 14-373-568901.

The bearer of this letter is an employee or subcontractor of the Sandia Corporation (Sandia), a subsidiary of the Lockheed Martin Corporation. Sandia manages and operates Sandia National Laboratories, a Federally Funded Research and Development Center, for the Department of Energy/National Nuclear Security Administration under Contract No. DE-AC04-94AL85000. The contract is effective until April 30, 2016.

A Sandia employee or subcontractor on official business for Sandia, bearing this letter, is eligible for and authorized temporary travel allowances and per diem rates in accordance with the Federal Travel Regulation and/or your agreement with the Federal Government.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Lindsey E. VanNess
Contracting Officer

cc:
James Eanes, SNL/NM, MS-0180
Lloyd DeSerisy, SFO/CABM
Michele Reynolds, SFO/OOM
14-427-573797